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A compound word in Lokaa are nominals characterized by the
presence of two or more smaller stems derioved from components simpl;e nouns. They occur very frequently in the landuage. It is, therefore, important to know how to write and read
them properly.
A compound nominal in Lokạạ is taken to be a single word in
that the component stems normally merge together to produce a
brand new noun. Iwara feels that lẹpaambẹ ʻcow milk‘ is a
good example to this type of compound. This comprise of two
stems, the non-basic noun, ẹpaam ʻcowʻ and the matrix noun
ʻlẹbẹ‘ breast. The first is merged with the second to produce a
totally new noun which is more than the combined meanings of
the two original nouns. There is an embedded assimilation and
elision that phenomenally occur in the formation of of Lokạạ
compound that was studied in the phonology of the language in
our first book. This elision and assimilation justified the none
inclusion of an hyphen in the compound.
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Introduction.
This attempt at the analysis of Lokaa grammar is predicated on
the assumptions that, the beauty of the language has not yet
been properly explored and appreciated. As I translate the Lokaa Bible I take notes of interesting concepts with my little
knowledge of grammar. I do hope that this will challenge linguist who are in discourse analysis to show more interest in the
study of this language.
Meanwhile feel free to write to me if you have any issue you
intend to address with me within the frame work of this study.

similar meaning in context kạ kebee sạ, (when) dạ lipaa jạ
(where).
Tone on the verb form is left unmarked as suggested by Prof.
Iwara, he posited thatthis is done on the assumption that the native speaker will automatically call the appropriate tones in the
presence of these time and place conjunctions. The native
speaker is therefore, expected to read all unmarked verb-forms
occurring in adverbial clauses or phrases of time and place with
the tones appropaite to high-tone verbs. Example:
54. Kạ ọọkọi keblạ yanẹn yakoomạ ẹ.
When he went farm people wait him
Libọọ jạ oobeeyi daa ọnẹn daa ọọkọu.
Where he stood there person there go
Compound word
A word is a speech sound or series of speech sounds that symbolizes and communicates a meaning usually. without being
divisible into smaller units capable of independent use (2) It
also the entire set of linguistic forms produced by combining a
single base with various inflectional elements without change
in the part of speech element involving or used in a combination.
3 Compound of a word: constituting a compound, a compound
of a sentence: having two or more main clauses
1. Compound word is a word consisting of components that are
words (as rowboat, high school, devil-may-care) b : a word (as
anthropology, kilocycle, builder) consisting of any of various
combinations of words, combining forms, or affixes
2. Compound word is something formed by a union of elements or parts ; esp: a distinct substance formed by chemical
union of two or more ingredients in definite proportion by
weight.

The father of the child will be able to take the name of his fathers.
48. yamạnạbẹẹn bạ odạm wạ yanẹẹnwẹẹn maa
The friends of the husband of the girl
Note: the first NP usually has few or no attributives.
Locative recursion is marked by mạ, kạ, dạ.
49. yodạạli bẹẹn maa aa bẹẹn yamọọn mạ ẹtọnwẹnẹ
We took the children as our children in school
11 Construct
Consists nominal phrase followed by clause Construct, marked
by a Relative pronoun which varies according to the class of
noun.
Most attributives of the simple NP may occur in the first NP
Example:
50. litạạmi limi jạ ntại kẹ
My farm which I have tilled
51. lowi jana jạ yadẹi omilata
One water they call omilata
52. ọnẹn wanwanaya wạ ọyau kạ eponạ
Everyone who is engage in oil production
Sometimes the first NP is discontinuous,
Example:
53. bloong bạ ọdẹi kẹ maa ebạạ
All the things which he has bought.
Note:
3.3 The adverbial phrase
3.3.1 Function
The adverbial phrase functions as time and place. The prefix
on the verb is marked with a long vowel, this emphasizes a
high tone followed by a low-tone stem. The adverbial verbform as Iwara(1985) prefers to call it, is conditioned by the
presence usually at the beginning of the clause of a conjunction
such as ‗kạ‘, ‗mạ‘ when and ʻdạ‘ where or a phrase that have

WORD SEPERATION
In Lokạạ a word may be defined as a sound or a sequence of
sounds that are are significantly capable of independent free in
movement within a sentence structure. Professor Alex Iwara in
his book ―How to read and write Lokạạ language stated that,
free movements of sequences that are meaningful in a given
sentence structure constitutes a word. Note the following example: ʻỌwọọnkẹkeblạseen‘ (He has returned farm yesterday)
When one places this statement in the negative form, it would
become ʻIseenkeblạọwọọni‘ (Yesterday he has not returned
from farm yesterday. A close look at the sequences show that;
kẹ, iseen, ọwọọn and keblạ moves freely as one sequence and
since they are meaningful, they should be recognised as separate words.
The word in lokạạ phonologically is the unit of potential stress
placement. According to Berry (1969) the word consists of a
nucleus, and a prenuclear margin. The nucleus consist of one
or two syllables except in compounds where they may have
more, She stated that syllables that function in the nucleus are
those with prenuclear consonant. She went further to opine that
syllables consist only of a nuclear vowel or a nasal, or of a nucleus followed by a post nuclear consonant, functioning in the
margin of the word. Length normally occurs in nuclear syllables; it is only rarely found in marginally syllables.
She felt that features of the word are stress and vowel harmonyu. Stress usually goes with high tone; and where there is
no high tone, stress is often not prominent.
One can clearly see that vowel harmony which Berry posited as
a fgeature in lokạạ words, operates in all words though only to
a limited extent in compounds. The eight vowels in the lan-

guage are placed in three groups, and in the margin will be of
same group as that in the first syllable of the nucleus. Where
there is an independent vowel the prefix vowel will be of same
group as that of the second nuclear syllable. In compounds the
vowels of the two roots do not harmonize, though the vowel of
the margin will harmonize with the first root vowel.

Sub-type v
Consists of an attributive alone.
Example:
42. Yadọyadọ yafunikẹn ʻothers are coming‘
3.2.2.2 The complex nominal phrase
The Complex NP is divided into two sub-types,,
Recursive and Construct.
1 Recursive
This type consists of a nominal phrase followed by recursive
nominal phrases, which may be paratactic or hypotactic.
(a) Paratactic.
Paratactic recursion is usually marked by obaa ʻand‘
Example:
43. bloong bimaa ebạạ obaa ẹsaama
All
this things and maize
44. otoowạ ẹ yatu obaa bloong bạ ọdẹi kẹ maa
He carried wine and all the things he has bought
45. mbạ obaa buusi they and the cat
Note: the article ʻa‘ occurs much more frequently in this type of
phrase than in the simple NP.
Occasionally the recursion may be appositional with no
marker.
Example:
46. yadạmbẹẹn yamạnạbẹẹn bạ odạmma
Young men, the friends of the husband
(b) Hypotactic
Hypotactic recursion is usually of two kinds, Genitive and
locative.
Genitive recursion is usually marked by a genitive marker,
which varies according to the class of the previous noun.
Example:
47. yaatẹ wạ awẹẹn maa nạ obạngạ odạạli jeen jạ abạ yaatẹ .

Those four masquerades
35. bloong bimaa ebạạ
Thing those all
All those things
36. awi anaa ebạạ
Day four all
All four days
Notes:
Adjectives: a small class of descriptive words. Most description is done by relative clause and verb.
Ebạạ: means ‗all‘. In a class on its own.
Sub-type 11
Consists of Head; Pronoun instead of noun
Margin : attributives
Examples:
37. Mbạ bimaa yapoo
those two
38. yayani fẹ ebạạ
they energize it all
Sub-type 111
Consists of a pronoun without attributes. Usually found in the
ʻsubject‘ position.
Example:
39. Ami odạ onikala m ʻI use to fear.‘
Subtype iv
Consists of a pronoun without a noun,
Example:
40.abaa bẹẹn ẹtọnwẹnẹa yanạngi bọng o. You school children
what are you doing?
Or of two nouns.
Example:
41 yatạ yatooyi yamạmạbẹẹn
They use it to throw at Ugep children

1. The sentence
1.1. Function
Earlier studies of the lokạạ language grammar patterns created
doubts as to whether a larger element e.g the paragraph can be
usefully set up(Elaine 1965) thus saw the sentence as the largest self- contained grammatical unit. Contemporal studies as
proved this wrong and saw the sentence as the ………….The
sentence can hpwever function as at a lower levele.g as an element of the clause or nominal phrase, and recursively at its
own level (e.g in reported speech.

1.2. Structure
1.2.1 Elements: The sentence may be tentatively analysed as
consisting of a nucleus and margin, the nucleus normally consisting of a single independent clause, the margin of one or two
(or possibly more) dependent clauses. The nucleus is
oblịgatory, and the margin optional.
By far the larger sun-class of dependent clauses occurs in
prenuclear position. There is however a small sub-class occurring in post nuclear- position.
1.2.2. Markers: Both independent and dependent clauses are
characterized by certain features.
1.2.3 Nuclear markers:
Two clauses of nuclear markers (i.e. items characterizing the
independentclause) have so far been discovered.
(i) Introducers.
ẹdọ ʻthenʻ In work done in the past ẸDỌ was suspected as a
connector between sentences. In her words she said, ―This may
function as a connective between sentences. There may be evidence here for setting up a paragraph level‖ and suggested futher investigation. Investigation as proved that Ẹdọ is definitely
a connector of two sentences and functions exactly as then in

the English langauge. Let us look at some examples.
1. Adạ yayeni ndolạti mạ nkạnti imaa, ẹdọ ajại ọnẹn
As they have passages in streets that, then you say person
kaa nnạ oomle o.
there not enter?
2. Ẹdọ yadẹẹ mọọn yabọọli kẹ eti
Then they-love us pass road
We love them very much
Ọkaama ʻso‘
3. Ọkaama yodạạli bẹẹn maa aa bẹẹn yamọọn mạ ẹtọnwẹnẹ
So we-took children the as children ours in school
So we take the children in the school as our children.
(ii) Question markers
Nwẹ
Examplẹ:
4. Nwẹ ọyi kẹ ọnẹn etieti tạ otạ ẹkpa otạ okpe ọnen
Is it good person real to use cane use teach person
nwẹnẹ mmạ omung oyimạ ọnẹn wạ oobi ẹtẹẹn oodạ.
Book in order to know person who isnot animal isn't.
(FT) Is it good for a human being to use s cane to teach someone so that he will learn, in asmuch as he is not an animal.
Note that the presence of nwẹ to mark a question is optional. A
question is always marked by a distinctive intonation pattern
(Elaine Berry 1965) But in recent times a question marker ʻo‘
has been identified at the end of each question.
There are no doubt further classes of nuclear markers, and further examples in each class.
1.2. 4 Marginal marker.
Markers in a dependent clause may consist of a morpheme, a
word or a phrase. Length and tone may also be relevant, and so
too in some kinds of sentence may the form of the verb, For instance, verbs are marked for aspects in a five fold Aspect sys-

The simple NP may be divided into five sub-types on the basis
of the occurrence of the above elements.
Sub-type 1
This is the most frequently occurring type of NP. It consists of
a noun with or without attributives. No example of a simple
phrase with more than three attributives has been recorded.
The following chart shows the order in which attributives occur
in recorded examples.
Article

noun

Posses,

*

*

*

*

*

adjective

Denumeral
monstrat ebạạ
ive

Examples:
31. abuusi nwạ yonạnạng wẹ yọọdẹi
The cat
him work he not like
32. ukwa ọmọọn maa otoowạ ẹ mblami nnaa
ukwa our the carries it masquerades four
Our ukwa has four masquerades
33. Ọnẹn ọdọọdọ nwạ onigawai yisoowạ maa
Person another him use to carry pot th
Another person use to carry the pot
34. mblami imaa nnaa

verbal phrase contain only the verb.
Examples of expanded form:
27. jạ nnạ legbongạ kẹ awu okoowạ
Which will satisfy you, the teacher
28. ofi otum awu tạ ayini m
It would please me very much for you to tell me
(two auxiliaries)
29. ablemạ kẹ kaa
You have got it right
30. nnyi mbi nạ among abi adạ omạnạwạm
I did not know that you were likely to be my friend
3.2 The Nominal Phrase
3.2.1 Function
The Nominal phrase functions:
(a) as the inner expansion of the clause nucleus (object),
(b) As the inner margin of the clause (subject).
Sometimes also the Nominal phrase may function as one subtype of adverbial, Phrase, i.e locatival phrase. In this case it
usually, though not always occurs with special markers.
The Nominal Phrase may also function recursively at phrase
level.
3.2.2 Strucrure
The Nominal Phrase is divided into two types, Simple and
Complex.
The simple Nominal Phrase consists obligatorily of a Noun,
and optionally of an ‗article‘ and one or more attributives.
The basic structure may be diagrammed as:
Pre-Nuclear Margin

Article
a

Nucleus

Noun x 2
And/or
pronoun

Post-Nuclear Margin

Attributives

tem, the ʻActualʻ aspect occurring when the verb has a past reference, the ʻNon-actualʻ when it has a eiture reference; but in
conditional and temporal clauses that have a future reference
the verb is still ʻActual in aspect.
Reason: ọgẹna ʻfor, becauseʻ
(Relative: relative pronouns)
Subjective: tạ
Manner: dạ
Temporal: mmạ ʻbefore‘
Mạ, dạ, kạ , in, where, when
Past:
Future: All verbs occur with prefix high-low, stem low-high
Conditional: oodạ aa ʻif‘ Tone changes as temporal.
Purpose: mmạ ablạ maa
1.3 Sentence types
Two main sentence types have been distinguished: Simple and
complex. A simple sentence considts of an independent clause
only.
A complex sentence consists of an independent clause and one
or more dependent clause.
Complex sentences are divided into subtypes according to position of the independent clauses, the way are marked, etc. Some
of the sub-types distinguished are as follows:
(i) Subjunctive.
Examples:
Bọng maa opạn ọ tạ anạng yonạnạng yọwu yọmẹẹm
What the help you to do work your easy
(ii) Relative: Relative claues function as part of the nominal
phrase. Example
6. Yakọu yakạạ kẹ yeti bạ nnạ yabạ maa
They-go see
tree that will cut the
They go and see the tree they will cut
(iii) Temporal

Example:
7. Ọọyiyi ọnẹn tạ otạ ẹkpa otạ oduu ọnẹn mmạ omung
It is not good person to use cane beat person in order
oyimạ boong
Know something.
Itr is notv good for a person to beat someone with a cane before he learns something.
(iv) Purpose
Example:
8. Mmạ oblạ maa bẹẹn yamọọn yabi yayeni
So that
children our may also
yayinni yayẹna mọọn.
Tell
about us.
(v) Manner
Example:
9. Boong onạngi ẹ dạ nnạ ọsẹnga oyin ọ ooyimạ.
Thing happen him how pass tell you not-know.
If anything happens he will not know how to tell you.
(vi) Reason
Example: Wool lininại ẹ ọgẹna mkpa yạ yaduu ẹ
Body pain him because cane that they beat him
He is in pain because they flogged him with a cane.
(vii) Reported speech
Example:
11. Ajiyi abi ẹtọnwẹnẹ yạ ayimaa ẹyiyi ẹtakẹ yạ ijaani.
You say that education of today is good it pass of old.
2. The clause
2.1 Function
The classes of clause; independent, functioning as sentence nucleus, and dependent, functioning as sentence margin. There is
no basic structure distinction - they are distinguished by their
markers. Dependent clause are divided into sub-classes accord-

3.1.1 Structure
The verbal phrase consists obligatorily of a verb and optionally
of various other elements.
The structure may be diagrammed as follows:
Pre-nuclear Margin

Nucleus

Post-Nuclear Margin

Outer

Inner

Head

Exp.2

Exp.2

Tense marker
nạ
tạ

Auxiliary
(x2)

verb

Obj.
Pron.

Aspect
marker
kẹ

Locatival
maa
daa
kaa

The elements functioning in the pronuclear margin position are
absent in certain constructions:
(a) Neither tense-marker nor auxiliary occurs in clause to the
first in a clause comple
(b) In a negative construction the tense-maker and one subclass of auxiliary do not occur.
The class of word functioning in port-nuclear margin position
may also occur as sole element of a locatival phrase.
The nuclear element are inseparable. The are phonologically
linked the object-pronoun and aspect--maker having clitic relationship to the verb .
The Auxiliary is distinguished from the verb for two reasons:
(a) The stem –ī e. The part remaining when the personal prefix
is removed – is invariable , whereas the stem of the verb is
marked for aspect.
(b) It is never found independently of the verbal phrase.
No example of the full expansion of thye verbal phrase been
recorded. The largest number of places occurring in any recorded verbal phrase is four. The majority of examples of the

body his never it then I wii not see
I have not been seeing him personally.
24.jang obạ yanẹẹn ooyoom
never with woman not sleep
He never sleeps with a woman
Note: jang is optional, but occurs in the majority of negative
Clauses as a kind of ʻintensifier‘ of the negative.
2.2.4 Clause Type iv - Inverted.
In this type NP object occurs at the beginning, possibly for emphasis.
Examples:
25. yamlẹ bimaa ọnẹn wanwanaya wạ
oil that person any
who
ọyau kạ eponnạ
nạ ogạnạ kaa
Is engage oil production will put in
That oil everyone who is engaged in oil production will put in.
26. bloong bạ mbạ bikin yanikpe mbạ
things which those others used to teach those
ayimạa amọọn kpekpe maa
nowadays we teaching the
What those poelpe use to teach are what we are teaching now.
Note: A feature of the clause is the Concord system. This will
be described in detail at word level.
3. The Phrase
There are three classes of phrase: Verbal phrase, Nominal
phrase and adverbial phrase.
3.1 The verbal phrase
3.1.1 Function
The verbal phrase functions as head of the clause.

ing to whether they function in pre-marginal or post-marginal
position, or elsewhere.
2.2 Structure
The great majority of clauses in yakạạ contain a verbal phrase.
Only one special type has been recorded without a verbal
phrase:
ẹtọ ẹwu ki o.
House you where (is)?
Where is your house?
Nwạ ki o.
He where (is)?
Unelicited utterances, not in text)
Therefore for the purpose of this description the presence of
verbal phrase will be regarded as obligatory for the clause. It is
the only obligatory element.
On the basis of difference in structure, at least four main clause
types have so far been distinguished—
I – simple, II – Complex, III – Negative, IV - Inverted.
2.2.1. Clause Tpye 1 - Simple.
This is the most frequently occurring clause type and its structure is basic to the majority of clauses. It consists obligatorily
of simple verbal phrase (VP) and optionally of one or more
nominal phrase (NP) and one or more Adverbial Phrase (AP).
The structure may be diagrammed as follows:
Outer

Inner

Head

Expansion

Time
Phrase

NP
subject

VP

Inner Outer
NP
AP
Object x2

Margin

Nuclear

The division between nucleus and margin has been made on
the basis of the obligatory absence of the NP subject in certain
types of sentence e.g Direct Command. In addition, there is the
possibility of discontinuity between NP subject and VP; other
elements may occasionally occur between them, particularly
some sentence introducers.
The nucleus is divided into Head and Expansion, the former
being obligatory and the latter optional.
The nominal phrase functioning as inner margin is labeled
‗subject‘ (NPs) that functioning as inner expansion of the nucleus is labeled ‗object‘ (NPo). When the NPo occurs twice the
first usually corresponds with the ‗indirect object‘;there is no
formal distinction between the two. Neither is there between
the NP‘s functioning as subject and object, except that one subclass of pronouns occurs only in the former position.
Where two phrases occur in the ‘outer expansion‘ position, the
first is likely to be an adverb or phrase of manner, the second to
be a locatival phrase. The phrase occurring in the outer margin
usually has a temporal meaning, hence the label. There are,
however, exceptions to these rules, and the positions of the
phrases may occasionally be interchanged.
No significant limitations have so far been discovered in the
occvurence of thje elements of the clause. No example of the
full expansion has been recorded. A chart is given below of the
various combinations of elements in the examples which follow.

19. yanẹn maa yato nti yaduuyi bẹ.
People the use canes they-beat them
People beat them with canes
20. koowạ nạ ntoowạ nkọu nkoowạ ọ libọọ
tomorrow I will take-you I go I show you place
Tommorrow I will take you to see the place
21. otạ
ọkọu ọsẹnga
kạ lopoon.
he carried he went he walked in town
He went walking in the town.
2.2.3 Clause Type 111-Negative.
In this clause –type the Verbal Phrase occurs last, f ollowing
the object NP, and all other phrases.
The usual order is:
NP subj. Adv/Time
NPobj. Loc. Phr. VP.
(jang)
Note that the verb is obligatorily marked for negation, by the
lengthening of the person prefix, and by distinctive tone. In the
non-future, High Tone verbs occur with prefix LL, stem H,
Low Tone verbs with prefix LH, stem L. In the future, both
high and low tone verbs occur with prefix HL, stem H,
Restrictions:
(1) Instead of the five aspects, verbs in Negative clauses occur
in only two, future and non-future.
(2) (ii) No instance of a recursive clause construction in the
negative has been recorded.
Examples:
22. ọnẹn jang lemle ọọyẹngi
person never noise will not make
No one will make a noise
23. wool liwẹ jang jẹ ẹdọ mmung nkạạ

G. Yakpe nwẹnẹ mbẹ dọọ
They learn book theirs quietly
They learn their lesson quietly.
2.2.2 Clause Type 11 - Complex.
A clause Complex consists of a succession of two or more
clauses in a recursive construction, having the same function in
the sentence as a single clause.
Feature:
(i) The first verb in the series is frequently, though not always,
one of a limited sub-class of verbs:
To ʻtake, use‘ (When this occurs the clause usually has an instrumental meaning). (See example 19)
Tạ ʻcarry‘ (though the actual meaning ʻcarry‘ is frequently neutralized)
Kọu ʻgo‘
(ii) In cases where two verbs refer to the same NP object, the
NP object occurs following the first verb in the series, with the
subsequent one(s) after it. (see example 18)
(iii) The verb in the second and subsequent clause is marked
for the ʻnon-actual‘ aspect, and is distinguished in the singular
by a prefix with low tone. This distinction is neutralized in the
plural.
Restrictions:
(i) No instance of locatival phrase occurring in the first clause
of a serial construction has been recorded.
(ii) The verbal phrase in second and subsequent clauses consists of nuclear elements only. (3.1.2)
Examples
18. yasẹ yeti maa yapaa
They felled tree the they cut
They felled trees and cut them up.
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Examples:
a. Mạ kebee simaa aa ọbọọl wạ odạạmi aajaa kạ lopoon
In time that like chief who big like that in town
B. Oyeni bloong bimaa ebạạ bạ atọngai maa
Had
things those all that you speak.
At that time a chief who was big like that in the town had all
those things which you mention.
C. Boong imaa okại ẹ yogạgạ kạ étẹẹm
kaa
̣
Thing that gave him trouble in heart there.
That thing gave him trouble in his heart.
D.Yabọọl bạ yamạmạ mmạ yadẹ yabọọl bạ yakpankpani ikpe
Chiefs of Ugep then called chiefs of mkpani
case
The Ugep chiefs called the Mkpani chief case.
E. Nạ okạạ wẹẹn wạ ọnẹn ọdọọdọ jeen
Will give child of person other name.
Hẹ will give another person child a name.
F. Ami nkạạ aajaa mạ apaa imaa.
I saw like that in place that.
I saw such a thing in that place.

